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Aabstract 
Teng, H., On a problem of Y. Yajima, Topology and its Applications 38 (1991) 39-43. 
In this paper, we answer the following question of Y. Yajima: 
Is a Z-product of semi-stratifiable spaces collectionwise S-normal? 
by-proving that the X-product of semi-stratiliable spaces is collectionwise subnormal. 
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1. 1i3trmIuct100 
In [5], Yajima proved 
(1) Let C be a Z-product of semi-stratifiable spaces, each finite subproduct of 
which is paracompact, if C is normal, then C is collectionwise normal. 
(2) A E-product of semi-stratifiable spaces is subnormal. 
(3) Let C be a X-product of subparacompact X-spaces, 
C is collectionwise &normal. 
Based on the results above, Yajina raised the following 
Is a Z-product of semi-stratifiable spaces collectionwise 
In this paper, we shall prove 
if C is subnormal, then 
question: 
S-normal? 
Theorem. Let C be the Z-product of semi-stratifiable spaces. 
subnormal if and only if C is subnormal. 
Then C is collectionwise 
Since collectionwise subnormality implies collectionwise S-normality, because of 
Yajima’s (2), our Theorem answers the questien above positively 
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2. Preliminaries 
Definition 2.1 [2]. Let K =&A Xh be a Cartesian product of Xh’s, h E A. Take a 
fixed point x* = (x:)~,~ in X. For each x E X, supp(x) = {A E A : x, # x);}. The 
subspace Z = (x E X: Isupp(x)l s w } of X is called the Sproduct of Xh ‘s, A E A and 
x* the base point of C. 
For an index set A and r E [A]*, Xr = IIAEr X*, pr is the projection from C onto 
Xr. Particularly, if a is an index set and for each 6 E a, r, E [Alw is given, then 
XI; is abbreviated as X6, pr, as pt. If 5, q E 0 such that & C_ & then pz denotes 
the projection from Xt, onto X6. 
Iff=(at,a2,..., a,) is an n-tuple sequence, then & denotes the i-tuple sequence 
(a,, a29 . . . . ai) for i s n. Also, & denotes the (n - l)-tuple sequence &_, and< 6 n a 
the (n + I)-tuple sequence (a,, a2,. . . , a,,, a). 
Definition 2.2 13 3. A space (X, %) is said to be a semi-strati#able space if there is a 
function g : N x X + Ce satisfying: 
(I) nnaN g(n, x) = 14, 
(2) if {x,} is a sequence ofpoints of X with y E nnEN g( n, x”), then {xn) converges 
to y. 
Hereafter, g is called the semi-stratifiable function of X 
The following facts are used in the proof of our theorem. 
(I) A semi-stratifiable space is subparacompact. 
(II) A semi-stratifiable space is perfect (i.e., every open subset of it is a F, set). 
(III) Countable products of semi-stratifiable spaces are semi-stratifiable. 
Definition 2.3 [4]. A space X is said to be subnormal (S-normal) if for each pair 
F, G of disjoint closed sets of X, there exist disjoint Gs sets U, V such that F s U 
and G E V; X is called collectionwise &normal if for any discrete family (F, : a E A} 
of closed sets of X, there exists a family { U,: a E A} of pairly disjoint Gs sets such 
that F, E Ua for all a E A. 
Definition 2.4 [l]. A space X is said to be collectionwise subnormal if for every 
discrete collection {F, : ar E A}, there exists a sequence { UE: a E AlnE ,,, of collections 
of open sets such that 
(a) for cweA and neN, F& Uz, 
(b) for each x E X, there is an n E N such that ord(x, (Vi: a E A)) s 1. 
Let v, = naEN Vi, then Ua is a Gs set and F, E V,. It is easy to see that 
{ U, : a s A} is a disjoint family. Thus collectionwise subnormality implies collection- 
wise S-n0rmality. 
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3. Proof of Theorem 
Lemma 3.1. A space X is subnormal if and only if every finite open cover of X has 
countable closed rdnement. 
Lemma 3.2. Let X be a subnormal space and (F, : a E A} a discrete family of closed 
sets. If there exists a u-discrete closed cover eJne,,, %“, each member of which 
meets only finitely many F,‘s, then there are collections ( LJZ: a! E A}nEN like that in 
Definition 2.4. 
The fact below is easy to prove. 
Fact. Let (F,: a! E A} be a collection of closed sets of a space X. lhen there exist 
collections ( UE: a! E A},, N of open sets like that in Dejinition 2.4 if there is a a-discrete 
closed cover IJncii’ Z,, of X such that each member of it meets only one FU. 
Proof -of Lemma 3.2. Let {F,: cy E A} be a family of closed sets of X and U,, N Z,, 
a closed cover like that in the lemma. For a fixed HE UneN &, by Lemma 2.1, 
there is a countable closed cover of H which is denoted by R(H). Obviously, 
U {Z(H): H E %‘a) is c-discrete and so is U {8?‘(H): H E UneN R’“}, and Aeach 
member of it meets at most one F,. By the fact above, the- proof of the lemma is 
complete. Cl 
Proof of Theorem. Let (X, : WE A} be a family of semi-stratifiable spaces and 
g = {F, : a E A} a discrete collection of closed sets of C, the Z-product of {X, : A E A ) 
with the base point x*=(x&,,. By induction, for each n E N, we construct a 
collection %” of closed sets of Z, an index set A, of n-tuple sequences and for each 
6 E A,, Et, x6, cu(s) and & which satisfy the conditions below: 
(1) Z,, is o-discrete and each H E %‘, meets finitely many elements of 9, 
(2) for each 6 E A,, E6 is closed and meets infinitely many elements of 9 and 
satifies I$( P.&I) = E,, 
(3) for 6~4~~ P&V E fly=, p$fi&Jn, pf;,(x,))) and 4 s CU %A u 
(U {El, : rl E A,+1 9rl- = a, 
(4) X&E Fats, and a(J) E A\{o(ti): i = 1,2,. . . , n -l}, 
(9 & = q_ u SUPP(X)* 
Let n = 1. Take an arbitrary r, E [A]“. Let g1 be the semi-stratifiable function of 
Xr, . Since (g,( 1, r): r E pr,(U 9)) is a collection of open sets of Xr, , it is not difl%ult 
to prove that there is a c-discrete collection gyP: of closed sets of Xr, such that & 
refines {gI( I, r): r e p,,<U S)} and U JV: = IJ (g,( I, r): r E pr,(U 9)). Let 
8: = (H e &: p$( H) meets finitely many elements of P}, 
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Then %‘, is o-discrete. Let %‘{\-%‘y = (H,: 6 E A,}. For each 8 E A,, choose x6 E U 9 
and a([) E A suchthat HE c g,(l, m;&)) and x6 E I&,. Let f’ = r, u supp(~~) and 
E,=P;;tH*)* 
Assume the-construction ,hasbeen done for all i, i G n. Let 6 E A,, 
U&r ‘IpS(E*) A <Cl:_:’ P$zl(&i_,(n+ ‘3 P$_,tr))))* 
%“={u,,: rEp~(lJ{q(F,(&): i=l,Z.-., n)}) n ps( I!?,)}, a collection- of open sets 
in p*(E,), where g0 = gl. As in the case n = 1, there is a o-discrete collection 8; of 
closed subsets of X, such that U sip; = U 41. Let 
%?z = {H E Ri : pT’( f-f) meets finitely many elements of 
~Vu~~,~: i = 192, l l ‘,dh 
t%‘* = {p&<&,\U ‘Wu b,‘W): HE F$ 
It is easy to see that each HE Sup, meets finitely many elements of 9. Denote 
%‘$\Z’; = { HZnp: a E a&), then +et A6 = (en a: a E 0,) and A,+, =&A,, A,. For 
each q=[naEA,+l, let Eli =p;‘(H,,). Choose x, EU (q{F&,: i = 1,2,. . . , n}) 
and a(q)EA\{a(&): i=l,2,...,n) such that 
?I+1 
P#%,) = K, c ,c, p$,:,(&_,(n+ 1, Pi,_,)) = uZp6(z,,) 
and xV E Fat,,,. 
Let &+, = UCed,, %$. Then &+, is o-discrete (it can be verified withoutdifficulty). 
‘Rat completes the inductive construction. 
bet %=lJnEN 2”. Then X is a-discrete and each member of X meets finitely 
many &‘s of .% By Lemma 3.2, it is sufficient o prove X is a cover of Z. On the 
contrary, if %’ is not a cover of C, i.e., there exists a point x E Z’\U R, then for each 
n E N, there is a 5, E A, such that x E Ee,, and (&+,)_ = 5,. Consider the sequence 
{x*“: n E N} of points. For a fixed n E N, since 
P~,,,_,(&,& 6, p~~~‘(g~,_,(R1,~*,_,(xz;n))), 
when ma:n, ~~,,_,(d~g~,,_,tm, P~,,_ (xE,,,)). So limm-+m P*~_,(x~,,,)=Ps,,_,(x). However, 
this shows that y is a cluster point of {x6”: nE N), where y = (yA IAEA, yA = xA when 
~4~~: Fen and yA =xf otherwise. By (4), xz,, E I&,,) and a(&,)+ a(&,) when 
n # m. It follows from this that 9 is not discrete at y, which is a contradiction. The 
proof is complete. 0 
The referee noticed that by use of the technique in the proof of our theorem, w 
might improve Yajima’s theorem (3) in the introduction by replacing “collectionwise 
S-normal” with “collectionwise subnormal”. The outline of the proof is given below. 
It is known that for a strong Z-space X, there is a sequence {Sn}ns~ of locally 
finite closed covers of X satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) Sn={F(al,a2 ,... ra,):al,a2 ,..., a,E@fornEN, 
(21 Oa,, a2, ...ra,)=UfF(aI,a2 ,..., a,,a): aER}, 
(3) for each xe X* there is a sequence aI, c+, . . .E R such that 
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(i) Xc fir=, WI, a2,. . . 9 d; 
(ii) if WAN is a decreasing sequence of closed sets with Kn E F( (Ye, a2, . . . , CR,), 
then n:=, K, is a nonempty compact set. 
The sequence (9 ) n nEN above is c?Jled a standard spectral strong C-network of X. 
Let [=(Qij)ijsn. Then for k s n, & denotes the k X k matrix (aij)ij<k and & the 
(n-l)x(n-1) one. 
Proof. Let C be the Z-product of strong Z-spaces XA, h E A, with a base point x*, 
and C be subnormal. Let 9 = {Da: a! E A} be a discrete collection of closed sets of 
C. By induction, for each n E IV’, we construct a collection Zm of closed sets of C, 
an index set A, of n x n matrices, and for each 6 E A,, a closed set E,, a point x4, 
~(5) E A and I’,, E [Alw satisfying the conditions below: 
(1) auP, is locally finite and each H E S& meets finitely many elements of 9, 
(2) for each &E A,, Ee meets infinitely many elements of 9 and satisfies 
PZ( P*-(E,))” E,, 
(3) for5E.A,,P*_(EZ>En~=, P~~,(F(ai,~, ai. l . l 9 ~iJ),where t=(~i~)i,jstt,and 
Ee E: (u aup,+,) u <u (ET: rl E 4+r, rl- = 5)), 
(4) for each n E N, ( E6: e E A,) is locally finite, 
(5) X&E F&E) and am A\(a(ti): i= 1,2,. . . , n - l}, 
(6) r* = r&_ u supp(x,). 
We can prove that lJi,, X,, covers 2. By Lemma 3.2, the proof is finished. Note 
we can require that he closed cover U,, ,,, %‘” be a-locally finite-instead of c-discrete 
in Lemma 3.2. Cl 
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